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[Americans in Revolutionary Russia – From the Library of Edgar G. Sisson]

0. Amerikanskie biulleteni [The American bulletins], nos. 1–26 (all published). Moscow: Izdanie Amerikanskago
Biuro Pechati v sotrudnichestve s Amerikanskim General'nym Konsul'stvom v Moskve (American Press Bureau, in collaboration with the United States General Consulate in Moscow), 1917–1918. Contemporary blue cloth; printed selfwrappers; largely 16 pp. per issue, with a few issues somewhat more substantial. From the library of Edgar G. Sisson,
with his explanatory typewritten note in English pasted to inside of front cover, signed by Sisson, whose signature
again appears on the front free endpaper. Front hinge starting internally; evenly toned; else very good. $7,500
A complete run (in 26 issues) of the American Bulletin published by the American Consulate in Moscow in 1917–
1918, as a form of US diplomatic outreach. The publication captures a brief period of eight months when the United
States was testing its relationship with Revolutionary Russia. Directed by the international branch of the Committee
on Public Information (CPI), a WWI propaganda agency, this weekly publication was intended for the Russian general
public, and was distributed for free to a mailing list of forty thousand names. The issues contained the latest cable
news dispatches from the United States, with the stated mission of providing “accurate information about the United
States while maintaining a policy of non-intervention in Russia’s internal affairs.” The March 1918 issue (no. 9) contained the famous address by Woodrow Wilson expressing support for the Russian people in “overthrowing forever
the authoritarian rule and becoming the masters of their own destiny.” The bulletin was launched almost immediately
after the Bolshevik Revolution in December 22, 1917, with the last issue appearing in August 16, 1918. In September
1918 the American policy of “non-intervention” came to an end with the publication of the CPI’s “German-Bolshevik
Conspiracy” pamphlet in seven installments, based on the so-called Sisson Papers, alleging that Lenin, Trotsky and
their associates were on German payroll, effectively declaring war on the Bolshevik Government. The US would not
recognize the Bolshevik government until 1926 (See Oliver Stone and Peter Kuznick, The Untold History of the United
States, pp. 8–10).
This bound volume bears the owner inscription of Edgar G. Sisson (1875–1948), the American journalist and promoter of the controversial Sisson Papers. An editor at The Collier’s Weekly and later Cosmopolitan, Sisson became the
CPI representative in Russia in 1917, heading the American propaganda effort. In Russia Sisson’s mission was to promote a positive view of the United States among the general public, express sympathy with the Revolution and thereby ensure that Russia remained in the war as an ally of the United States, with the American Bulletin spearheading
this effort. Despite Sisson’s journalistic endeavors, the Bolshevik-led government withdrew Russia from WWI in March
1918. Sisson returned to the United States in May of that year, bearing a collection of 68 documents (Sisson Papers)
that he acquired in Petrograd, which seemed to certify that the Bolsheviks were funded by the Germans, explaining
their withdrawal from the war. The authenticity of the papers was hotly debated in the contemporary press and later
in the academic circles both in Russia and the US, with the most recent consensus being that that they were in fact
forgeries (See Alen Axelrod, Selling the Great War, pp. 205–206). Scholars point out that Sisson, who continued to
defend the authenticity of the papers in his 1947 biography, was a journalist rather than a diplomat or a foreign service specialist, and simply did not have the expertise to make such judgements. One of a handful of Americans who
witnessed the aftermath of the Russian Revolution, Sisson published a memoir in 1931, “One Hundred Red Days: A
Personal Chronicle of the Bolshevik Revolution.” As of April 2021, KVK and OCLC show four incomplete runs in North
America, ranging from just one to ten issues.

[East German Samizdat Gallery Documentation]
1. Judy (Lybke, Gerd Harry). Eigen+Art. WITH: Zwei Jahre Eigen+Art. Two volumes of original art and documentation. Leipzig:
Galerie Eigen+Art, 1985–1987. Text volumes quartos, portfolios folio-size and measuring ca. 55 × 41.5 × 5 cm. Text volumes cloth
boards, portfolios in black and white linen cassettes, artworks loose
as issued. One image with partial adhesions from tissue paper overlay, some very minor soiling and rubbing to portfolios, overall very
good. $25,000
Two volumes documenting the important non-conformist and experimental German art gallery founded in 1983 in Leipzig, each a limited
edition comprising a smaller typescript catalog with photographs
documenting exhibitions in the year covered, and two large cassette
portfolios with original prints and photographs by East German artists who exhibited at the gallery, with 32 works total between the
two sets, each work signed and numbered. Such circulation of unofficial art circulated outside the
official publishing and censorship system of the GDR and was considered a subversive and essentially illicit activity.
Of the first volume, Lybke wrote, “Am 25. 10. 1986 besteht die Eigen+Art ein Jahr. Aus diesem Anlass wurde diese Mappe zusammengestellt. Sie beinhaltet Arbeiten, die Beleg sind für das Schaffen
derer, die im Zeitraum vom 25. Oktober bis Oktober ’86 in der Eigen+Art
augestellt haben.” The objective of the second set was similar. Among
the artists included are Ingo Regel, Karin Wieckhorst, Michael Kunert,
Micha Brendel, Klaus Elle, Thomas Florschütz, Dietrich Oltmanns, Wolfgang Lehmann, Detlef Schweiger, Roland Borchers, Volker Regel, Volker
Baumgart, Dieter Ladewig, Andreas Hanske, Frank Müller, Angela Hampel, Carsten Nicolai, Jens Pfuhler, and others. Limited editions, numbered 17 of 25 and 10 of 20 copies respectively. Rare; as of May 2019,
KVK and OCLC show only two North American holdings of works by Eigen+Art, but not the present works. (49076)

[Croatian Partisan Publication]
2. Nazor, Vladimir. Pjesme partizanke (1943). II izdanje. [Partisan songs.
1943. Second edition]. [Šuma Javornica]: Izdao tsentralni odbor USAOJ-a,
[1944]. 12mo (15.3 × 11.9 cm). Original printed wrappers; 47, [1] pp. Very
good. $350
Scarce second edition of the partisan poems of Vladimir Nazor, first published in January of the same year, and here re-issued in November 1944.
Nazor (1876–1949) was a Croatian writer, poet, and translator who joined
the Croatian Partisan fighters in 1942, accepting a leading position and becoming a loyal follower of Broz Tito. He would publish numerous books

about the experience, in addition to his already prolific pre-war literary output, and the present poems, which
appear to have been written in various locations in 1942–1943, were published surreptitiously, like most partisan publications. It was edited by and published on behalf of the Unified League of Anti-Fascist Youth of Yugoslavia, a united front of communist anti-fascist fighters, which later became the People's Youth of Yugoslavia.
The Croatian partisans were part of a larger anti-fascist Yugoslav resistance movement, the most successful
anti-Nazi force to emerge on Axis-occupied territory. The first resistance groups arose in 1941, in response to
the new Nazi-puppet government of the Independent State of Croatia. Using guerilla warfare tactics, sabotage,
and a makeshift, yet highly effective underground printing and propaganda effort, the partisans scored key victories and eventually swelled to a 110.000 people-strong force, the largest and most successful of the Yugoslav partisan troops. Produced in small numbers, using low-quality stock and crude forms of reproduction
technologies, publications by the Yugoslav partisans are rare today. This title was not included in the 2017 catalog, The Partisans: The Underground Society (by Daša Pahor and Alexander Johnson).
KVK and OCLC only show the copy in Ljubljana (as well as an edition published at London, held by the British
Library, NYPL, and Nanterre). (P6395)

[Yugoslav Partisan Imprints]
3. Group of seventeen publications by Slovenian and Croatian partisan fighters. Slovenia and Croatia: various, 1942–1945. Octavos (ca.
15.5 × 11.3 to 21.5 × 17.2 cm). Original staple-stitched printed and mimeographed self-wrappers and wrappers; varying pagination, typically no
more than 32 pp. Overall about very good; a few items with wear to wrappers or toning. $3,250
Group of seventeen clandestine publications by Slovenian and Croatian
members of the anti-fascist Yugoslav resistance movement, the most
successful anti-Nazi force to emerge on Axis-occupied territory. The first
resistance groups arose in 1941, in response to the new Nazi-puppet government of the Independent State of Croatia. Using guerilla warfare tactics, sabotage, and a makeshift, yet highly effective underground printing
and propaganda effort, the partisans scored key victories and eventually
swelled to a 110.000 people-strong force, the largest and most successful of the Yugoslav partisan troops.
One of the items is an illustrated manual on anti-tank artillery, which was published by a clandestine press in
the south of Slovenia. Another contains short essays from the life of a youth brigade and was published by the
propaganda department of the Slovenian Liberation Army and Partisan Detachment of Slovenia. Two publications were issued by the Agitprop department of the Banovina Regional Committee of the Croatian Communist
Party and contain articles on the Bolshevization of the Croatian Communist Party and the organization of the
food supply; the other contains an overview of the partisan press. The bulk of the remainder was issued by the
"Naprijed" publishing house of the Croatian Communist Party in Šuma Javornica, and contain texts by Kalinin,
Mitin, Vyshinskii, Stalin, D. Petrov, M. Jovčuk, and Moša Pijade.
As is true of many Yugoslav Partisan publications, the rear wrappers of several pamphlets bears the printed
slogan "Smrt fašismu, sloboda narodu," "Death to fascism, freedom to the people." Produced in small num-

bers, using low-quality stock and crude forms of reproduction technologies, publications by the Yugoslav
partisans are rare today. With one exception (no. 28, Protioklopne puške in topa), these titles were not included in the 2017 catalog, The Partisans: The Underground Society (by Daša Pahor and Alexander Johnson).
Please inquire for a complete list and full descriptions. (P6634)

[Journal of Young Partisan Fighters]
4. Omladinski borac: list ujedinjenog saveza antifašističke omladine
Hrvatske [Young fighter: journal of the united alliance of anti-fascist
youth of Croatia], vol. II, no. 14. Zagreb: Drz̆ avni Izvještajni i Promičbeni
Ured, 1942. Octavo (20.3 × 15.5 cm). Original staple-stitched pictorial
wrappers illustrated from an original linocut; 40 pp. of mimeographed
typescript and six drawings and vignettes to rectos and versos. Very good.
$650
Single issue of a scarce periodical issued by young Yugoslav partisan fighters in Croatia, which served as one of the main periodicals issued by the
National Liberation Army, or Partisans. The place of publication is not indicated, but the record of Zagreb Library suggests Zagreb or environs as a
likely place of publication. The journal contains essays, resolutions, reports
on the first conference of anti-fascist youth fighter organizations in Croatia,
as well as songs and poems. With six mimeographed drawings reproduced
in the text, including one showing a young fighter loading artillery.
As of December 2020, KVK and OCLC do not locate any copies of this issue outside former Yugoslavia. We
only find scattered later issues (for 1944–1945) at the British Library. (51144)

[Yugoslav Partisan Songbook]
5. Devčić, Natko and Vladimir Popović, editors. Naše pjesme: svezak II
[Our songs: volume II]. [Split?]: Izdanje Kulturno-umjetničkog odjela
Ministarstva prosvjete Narodne vlade Hrvatske (Štamparija Oblasnog
N.O.O. Dalmacije), 1945. Small octavo (14.7 × 11.3 cm). Original staplestitched pictorial wrappers; 39, [1] pp. Fifteen small in-text vignettes.
Signed and inscribed by one female partisan to a friend in July of 1945.
Very good or better. $350
Scarce printed song book containing twenty-four songs for Croatian Partisan fighters, published during the short-lived People's Government of
Croatia, which was declared in Split on April 14, 1945 and had a mandate until July 21 of that year. It was to be the first socialist government
of Yugoslavia, presided over by Vladimir Bakaric. The songs range from
hymns to the communist party ("Kompartiji"), to partisan-themed tunes
("Partizanko Jelo" and "Partizansko kolo"), and many others.

The Croatian partisans were part of a larger anti-fascist Yugoslav resistance movement, the most successful
anti-Nazi force to emerge on Axis-occupied territory. The first resistance groups arose in 1941, in response
to the new Nazi-puppet government of the Independent State of Croatia. Using guerilla warfare tactics, sabotage, and a makeshift, yet highly effective underground printing and propaganda effort, the partisans scored
key victories and eventually swelled to a 110.000 people-strong force, the largest and most successful of the
Yugoslav partisan troops.
Like many Yugoslav Partisan publications, the rear wrapper of this pamphlet bears the printed slogan "Smrt
fašismu, sloboda narodu," "Death to fascism, freedom to the people." Produced in small numbers, using lowquality stock and crude forms of reproduction technologies, publications by the Yugoslav partisans are rare
today. This title was not included in the 2017 catalog, "The Partisans: The Underground Society" (by Dasa
Pahor and Alexander Johnson).
As of February 2021, not found in KVK, OCLC. The Union Catalog of the Croatian National Library also only
records this second volume. (51142)

[Latvian Communist Propaganda]
6. Eight Underground Propaganda Leaflets by Latvian Communists. Various places: Spartaks/L.K.P. Rigas Komiteja, ca. 1935. Eight pictorial flyers,
various sizes (see detailed list) and printed on variously colored stock. One
flyer with vertical crease, some occasional light wear and toning; else very
good or better. $2,750
Eight scarce, clandestinely printed propaganda leaflets issued by the Communist Party of Latvia. After the short-lived Latvian Socialist Soviet Republic
(1918–1920) was abolished, the Communist Party of Latvia (LKP) was
banned and forced to operate clandestinely via a network of underground
cells and organizations such as “Red” trade unions and small groups active in
factories and workshops. After the Soviet Army entered Latvia in 1940, the
LKP was legalized and eventually joined the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. These flyers give a sense of the breadth of illegal communist publishing during the period of censorship and repression. A number of them are
highly critical of the government of Karlis Ulmanis (1877–1942), who rose to
power through a non-violent coup d'etat in 1934. Although the Party was
officially headquartered in Moscow during its exile, these leaflets were illegally published in Riga, explaining
the poor printing quality of many of the fliers. Please inquire for detailed list of contents. (P6529)

[Unrecorded German POW Journal]
7. Schweizer, Otto and Alexander Schuenemann. Das offene Wort des P.o.W. Camps 1008 [The open word
of POW Camp 1008], nos. 1–14 (October 1945 to April 1947). Boulton Lane, England (near Derby), 1946–
1947. Quartos (32.3 × 20 cm). Contemporary red cloth-backed boards; mimeographed typescript and illustrations to rectos and versos; ca. 8-20 pp. per issue. Occasional light soiling; overall very good. $2,500
Significant run (all published as of April 1947) of this apparently unrecorded mimeographed journal pub-

lished by German POWs in Camp 1008 (Smalley – Shelton Lock –
Gopsall Park – Boulton Lane), near Derby, England (and today the site of
the Derby War Memorial Village). As the preface to the first issue points
out, such journals were not uncommon in North American POW camps,
but in England the obstacles were far greater: no typewriters, no paper,
no stencils. The fact that a central paper could be created for all of the
camps comprising the local network near Derby is all the more remarkable. Among the contents of the journal are assessments of the political
situation of Germany and other countries, reports on cultural life in the
camp, such as theatre performances, sporting events, crossword puzzles, as well as travelogues, science reporting, and original poetry and
prose. The journal treats political subjects, and especially the role of democracy in rebuilding an independent Germany, with surprising frankness and several issues present “Gallup polls” on the prisoners’ political
views and outlook on life. Each issue with decorative mimeographed
headers and illustrations attributed to Fritz Pulvermacher.
We were only able to locate a mention of the journal in an eyewitness
account by a fellow POW (Karl Friedrich Heinz, Hands up Nazi Boy! Aus
Spiel wird Ernst für einen Jungen im Zweiten Weltkrieg, 2013). As of May
2021, not traced via KVK and OCLC, which only locate an eponymous
periodical published at Camp Wheeler, Georgia. (P6644)

[Japanese Internment]
8. Archive of Documents from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center in Wyoming. Collection of 27 mimeographed
documents from the Heart Mountain Relocation Center dating from January 1, 1944 to October 17, 1945, spanning
most of the time of the camp’s operation and composed
mostly of Community Council meeting minutes, together
with notes from the first session of the Study Committee for
the Opening of the West Coast, a job description for a Block
Coordinator, 3 issues in Japanese of the War Relocation
Authority's Washington Daily News Digest from August
1945, a chart of all committee members as of May 1945,
and the camp's criminal code. Not illustrated. Some light
wear, a few edge tears or minor chipping, overall very good. 4to., the documents on letter and legal sized paper. Loose as issued. Heart Mountain, Wyoming, 1944–1945. $4,750
The Heart Mountain War Relocation Center, located midway between the towns of Cody and Powell, Wyoming, was one of ten government camps used for the internment of Japanese Americans evicted from the
West Coast Exclusion Zone during World War II. Construction of the military-style barracks and guard towers
began in June of 1942, and the camp opened on August 11, when the first Japanese Americans arrived by
train from the Pomona, Santa Anita, and Portland assembly centers. Over the next three years, the camp
would hold a total of 13,997 Japanese Americans, with a peak population of 10,767, before it closed on November 10, 1945.

This center in particular was known for its high rates of draft resistance, encouraging fellow internees to refuse
military induction until they and their families were released and had their civil rights restored. This archive in
particular is a wonderful if bleak record of the activities of American citizens trying to carry on with some semblance of regular life while being imprisoned by their own government.
The minutes of the Community Council meetings highlight issues such as communication received from the
ACLU, clothing allowances, rice and other food provisions, invited visitors and guests, property losses, enforced Americanization, the formation of committees such as the Evacuee Relocation Planning Board, the
Heart Mountain Cemetery, athletic fields, summer school, coal shortages, provisions put in place for after the
Army departed Heart Mountain on September 1, 1945, and the closing of the internment centers. (50271)

[Civil War Diary]
9. Civil War Diary of Private Thomas P. Wilkinson, August 1862 – August 1864. A detailed diary kept by Private Thomas P. Wilkinson, of Newark, Delaware, a soldier in the 114th Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry Regiment, a Union Army regiment from the Civil War also known as the
"Zouaves d'Afrique" which served under Colonel Charles H. T. Collins and
were known for their colorful Americanized version of the Zouave uniform
worn by certain French light infantry units during their colonization of
North Africa. The diary is a small, black, folding leather book, approx. 47/8 × 3 inches, composed of approximately 200 pages of text written in
pencil, each page with approximately 21 lines per page (on several pages
the pencil has rubbed, making the pages difficult to read). $14,500
Private Wilkinson carried this diary with him during many important Civil
War battles, including the Battle of Balls Bluff, the Battle of Chancellorsville, the Battle of Gettysburg, the Battle of Buckland Races, the Battle of
Mine Run, the Battle of Spotsylvania Courthouse, and the Battle of the
Crater. In addition to accounts of his experiences in the battles and the
front-line action, sometimes quite detailed or graphic, the diary entries
also include details of Wilkinson's correspondence (especially letters sent
to his wife), the deaths of some of the members of his regiment, information on rations, camp life, and his faith.
At the end of the diary there are several pages of records and addresses including people who owe Wilkinson
money, people to whom he owes money, records of monies received for his service, and clothing received.
The diary is accompanied by several additional documents and ephemeral items, including:
— A small version of the New Testament which Wilkinson carried with him, published by the American Bible Society, New
York, in 1861
— A small tintype photograph in case of a young man in uniform,
presumably Private Wilkinson
— A silk bookmark commemorating the "Forty-Fifth Annual Reunion Association, 114th Reg. Pa. V. Vols., Battle of Fredericksburg Fifty-Third Anniversary", from 1915

— Two pieces of Confederate Currency, a $20 bill and a $5 bill, each dated February 17th, 1864
— Private Wilkinson's discharge document from the Regiment, indicating that he enrolled on August 6, 1862
to serve "Three years or during the war", and indicating that he was discharged on June 15, 1865, "by reason
of Instructions from War Dept dated May 3, 1865" at thirty years of age.
— A letter written by Private Wilkinson and addressed to a colleague of his from the Regiment, a Mr. J.G. Ellison, dated July 31st, 1863, during which he discusses Goose Creek Bridge and the Battle of Upperville,
marches the regiment undertook between camps, severe weather they encountered and disheartening conditions, injured comrades, and his general feelings on the War. Full text of the letter is available upon request. (50716)

[Civil War – Battle of Gettysburg]
10. Civil War-era Letter from the Fight on Culp's Hill at the
Battle of Gettysburg. A first-hand account of the significant fight
on Culp's Hill from the Battle of Gettysburg, unsigned but likely
written by Captain C.P. Horton, Assistant Adjutant-General of the
149th New York Volunteers, being a 7-page handwritten letter in
which Horton describes the events of the battle; sold together
with a large group of testimonials on behalf of Captain Horton,
including a letter from a Boston gentleman attesting to Horton's
character, and an official document from Head-Quarters, Northern Department, dated May 6, 1865, revoking Captain Horton's
prior dismissal from the army for horse-whipping a subordinate in
Cincinnati. Some very slight browning, overall an extremely wellpreserved group of documents. $4,500
Some selected excerpts: "After General Green had repulsed the
attack of Johnson's Division, on the night of the 2nd July, finding
that the enemy overlapped his right a good deal (tho they had not
then found it out) he was naturally very apprehensive of a movement on their part to turn his right flank - the then right flank of
the whole army and that they would reach the Baltimore Pike,
striking the Park of Reserve Artillery and bringing them square in
rear of Cemetery Ridge. He sent for assistance to the Commanding officer of the 1st, 2nd and 11th Corps who all promised help.
Your regiment was the first that came up. When I first met it, it was under the conduct of Captain Craig W.
Wadsworth...If I recollect rightly he was riding at the time a gray horse, and may possibly be the officer supposed to have been a rebel. I indicated to Col. Smith the route he was to take and rode forward with Captain
Wadsworth to the position intended for the regiment."
"Finally the regiment was posted to the right rear of Green's line of battle. If you look on the map for the position of Kanes Brigade, the 2d of 2d div 12th Cl and move back, probably about 100 yards from their left you
will get approximately your position. The idea was that the enemy would soon get round Green's right in
some force and that then you and the regiments expected every minute for the 1st and 11th Corp would in
turn back them in the flank. In the darkness and in a country strange to the enemy a small force would probably have them into confusion if attacking unexpectedly. The position was a most important one and was explained I think further to Col. Smith."

"Your regiment, if I remember rightly, gave a cheer and advanced
a few yards in line, to the place it had selected for it. I have since
heard that the clang was heard by the enemy, who supposed our
right was reinforced, and that it rendered them more cautious in
their after movements on our right. There was apparently at the
time no enemy in our front or on your flank. I then rode to Green's
line, thus engaged with Ewell."
Culp’s Hill, approximately 3/4 of a mile south of the center of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, played a major role in the Battle of Gettysburg. During that battle, from July 1 through 3, 1863, Culp's Hill
served as a critical part of the Union Army defense, forming the
main portion of the army's right flank. Culp's Hill was first occupied by Union troops on the night of July 1st, 1863, along with
neighboring Cemetery Hill, as a rallying point. That night, believing
Culp's Hill to be unoccupied and a good potential target, Lt. General Richard S. Ewell sent a small Confederate party led by Major
General Edward Johnson to scope out the area. His men unexpectedly encountered the 7th Indiana Infantry of the I Corps, and Johnson's party was almost taken prisoner
before they were able to flee. The failure of the Confederates to take Culp's Hill or Cemetery Hill that night is
considered to be one of the great missed opportunities of the Battle of Gettysburg.
By the morning of July 2nd, additional Union troops had arrived to Culp's Hill for fortification, and it became
the only hill on the battlefield that was attacked in some way on all three days of the Battle of Gettysburg.
The forces involved in most of the fighting were Johnson's Confederate division (Stonewall Jackson's former
command) and Union troops of the 12th Army Corps under Major General Henry Slocum. The evening of July
2nd, most of the Union forces which were defending the hill were ordered to go support the Union left. The
Confederates noticed the Union forces leaving and attacked under instructions from General Lee. 1,424 Union troops were set to face nearly 5,000 Confederate soldiers, most likely the best advantage numerically
that the Confederates had at any point during that battle and their best chance for victory.
The fighting on Culp's Hill on July 3rd lasted for 7 hours and involved 22,000 soldiers. Over one-fifth of all of
the lead fired during the Battle of Gettysburg, well over a million rounds, was fired on Culp's Hill on the 3rd.
The fight for Culp's Hill was significant because it guarded the main Union supply line on the Baltimore Pike
and the rear of the Union Army on Cemetery Hill.
During the battle at Culp's Hill, the 149th New York Volunteer Regiment helped defend the hill, and during
those 3 days 6 members of their regiment were killed, 46 wounded, and 3 went missing. (50734)

[Civilian Conservation Corps Bulletin]
11. The Tall Tree Tattler. C.C.C. Co. 1905. Vol. 2, Nos. 1, 7, and 8. Three rare issues of the sometimes humorous internal newsletter from by Company 1905 of the Civilian Conservation Corps of California, dated
January 24, July 25, and August 31, 1936, put out by the Camp Hawkins Bar outpost, containing camp and
company news regarding programming, promotions, and projects, anecdotes on camp life, updates from the
Forest Service, humor, and more. Illustrated throughout from sketches and drawings. Minor toning and soiling, slight handling wear. Quartos. Original pictorial stapled self-wrappers, some slight soiling, minor foxing,
some handwritten pencil notations to back cover of No. 8. Salyer, California, 1936. Included are two original
photographs (printed from the same negative) depicting a birds-eye view of the camp, the images showing

approximately 8 barracks-style buildings nestled in a wooded
area. $1,750
The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was a voluntary public
work relief program created as part of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal aimed at unemployed, unmarried men between the ages of 17 and 28, and was in operation from 1933 to
1942. The goal of the program was to provide manual labor jobs
related to the conservation and development of natural resources
in rural lands owned by the government, and to relieve families
who had difficulty locating employment during the Great Depression. Over the course of the 9 years the program was in operation, 3 million young men participated, receiving shelter, clothing,
food, and wages.
Company 1905 of the CCC was organized on May 29, 1933, at
Mad River Camp in the Eureka District of California. It was moved
to Camp Hawkins Bar F-33 on November 4, 1935. During its existence, Company 1905 had 28 different officers, four contract surgeons, six camp educational advisers, seven project superintendents, a number of Forest Service foremen, and more than 1,000 enrollees. Camp Hawkins Bar was celebrated for the appearance of its campsite, grounds, and buildings, and members of Company 1905 were responsible for construction of several bridges, the first rotary fish-screen built in California,
and the 23-mile Trinity Summit Truck Trail, as well as construction and/or maintenance of telephone lines,
roads, and camping structures and facilities, as well as fighting forest fires.
Scarce; as of November 2019, KVK, OCLC locate holdings at only two North American institutions. (50396)

[Iconic Polish Solidarity Poster]
12. Tomasz Sarnecki. Poster: W samo południe 4 czerwca 1989.
High Noon 4 June 1989. Offset lithograph printed in black and red,
measuring 100 × 70 cm. Very good or better. $1,500
The world-famous Polish Solidarity poster, designed by graphic artist
Tomasz Sarnecki (1966–2019), then a student at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, which appeared on the streets of the capital on June 4,
1989. Using a photographic still from the film “High Noon,” Sarnecki
portrayed Gary Cooper as a sheriff against the background of the inscriptions "Solidarity, at noon, June 4, 1989", heading to the ballot
boxes with an electoral card in hand and a Solidarity stamp pinned to
his vest. The first, partly free elections won by Solidarity were the beginning of the rapid fall of communism in Poland. In 1999, the poster
"At noon" qualified for the exhibition of the 100 most important posters of the twentieth century at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London.
As of April 2021, KVK and OCLC show no copies in North America.
(50144)

[Published During the Warsaw Uprising]
13. Biuletyn praski [Praga bulletin], Nos. 18, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28.
Warszawa-Praga: Komenda m. st. Warszawy; drukarna “Do boju!”,
1944. Single leaves, on blue and yellow newsprint, printed recto and
verso; measuring 34 × 25.5 cm. One issue with a photograph. Old horizontal creases; three issues with moisture stains to margins; occasional small tears to folds; overall about very good. $1,250
Six issues of a rare, ephemeral newsprint bulletin published in the Praga district of Warsaw, on the Eastern side of the Vistula River, where
the Polish Home Army and Soviet forces had expelled the Nazis by midSeptember. The periodical appears to have been published after the
liberation of Praga, but while the fighting continued in Warsaw’s center,
where the Warsaw Uprising took place from August 1 to October 2,
1944. This was the largest armed resistance campaign carried out during WWII and a tragic failure that led to hundreds of thousands of
deaths and the systematic destruction of large parts of Warsaw by German forces. The uprising was initiated once German forces began to
retreat due to the approaching Red Army; while Polish fighters initially
established control over large parts of the city, the Soviets stalled and ignored calls for assistance, in a strategic play by Stalin aimed at weakening the Home Army, which was opposed to Soviet rule, and instead sought to
re-install the exiled Polish government. The present journal contains various pro-Soviet articles, news about
the war effort in Praga, Poland, and beyond, as well as a few original poems. One issue illustrated with a photograph of Polish troops operating artillery in Praga. With the printed slogan at the upper right: “Śmierć niemieckim najeźdźcom” (Death to the German occupiers). Published from September 21 through October 27,
1944. Edited by Wiktor Borowski (1905–1976). A scarce survival; war-time publications from the Polish resistance are scarce.
As of January 2020, we cannot trace any copies outside Poland. (50500)

[Samizdat Edition by the Polish Dissident Poet]
14. Sadowska, Barbara and Anna Mizeracka, illustrator. Słodko być dzieckiem Boga [Sweet to be a child of God].
[Warsaw]: Warszawska Niezależna Oficyna Poetów i Malarzy,
1984. Oblong octavo (16 × 22 cm). Original staple-stitched
offset-printed pictorial wrappers; 30 pp. Numerous full-page
illustrations. Signed and inscribed by Sadowska in 1985. Very
good. $275
First edition of this book of poems by Barbara Sadowska (1940
–1986), the Paris-born Polish poet and anti-communist activist. In 1983, she was savagely beaten by Polish secret police,
and the following year her son Grzegorz Przemyk was murdered during a brutal beating by the police. Beginning in the early 1970s, Sadowska had been active in the anti-communist resistance and was repeatedly arrested and interrogated. She was also sentenced for smuggling literature from Paris to Poland. After 1977, she

could only publish in samizdat journals, such as Zapis. Prosecution intensified again during her involvement
with the Solidarity Movement in the early 1980s, ultimately leading to her fateful beating and her son’s gruesome death. The rear wrapper features a photograph of Sadowska with her son. Murche-Kikut 2515.
As of April 2020, KVK and OCLC show five copies outside Poland, but only one in North America. (50678)

[Polish Punk Under Communism]
15. Brygada Kryzys [The Crisis Brigade]. Flyer. Warsaw: selfpublished, 1981. Single leaf of xeroxed text and images to recto and
verso, measuring 29.5 × 20.5 cm. Very good. $250
A kind of underground press release, this the flyer announces the formation of Brygada Kryzys (Crisis Brigade), today recognized as Poland’s most important new-wave band. “August 1981. Warsaw. Robert Brylawski and Jezyk Werenski from the legendary Kryzys, and
Tomek Lipinski from the legendary Tylt founded a new band which
was joined by Jarek Ptasinski and Slawek Slocinski. It is called
Brygada Kryzys”. The flyer identifies the influences of the new band,
ranging from punk to reggae, and notes a new direction in contemporary music and the cultural climate. The group’s first show, which was
supposed to take place in Gdansk at the Solidarity convention, was
cancelled because the organizers feared that the group’s lyrics were
too politically radical. The group performed in Warsaw instead, with
the resulting recording (produced in England) becoming their first album. The image of Warsaw’s toppling Palace of Culture, a symbol of
Polish Communism which appeared on their first album cover is also depicted on this flyer. In 1983, Brygada
Kryzys appeared in the documentary about the Polish punk underground by Dutch filmmaker Jacques de
Koning. (51225)

[Soviet Samizdat]
16. Akhmatova, Anna. Early samizdat version of
“Rekviem” (Requiem) with variant passages. Soviet Union, ca. December 1962–1963. Six leaves of typescript to rectos (A4). Old horizontal creases; else very good. $1,250
Six-page typewritten copy of Akhmatova’s “Requiem,” formerly owned
by the family of Soviet scientist Vladimir Fok (1898–1974) and his wife
Alexandra Lermontova, Akhmatova’s neighbours in the suburban town
of Komarovo. Included with the typescript is a recent hand-written letter detailing the provenance and pinpointing the date of creation to the
years 1958–1961. This range seems unlikely, given that the first known
typewritten version was produced by Akhmatova’s secretary in the poet’s presence in early December of 1962. Moreover, the present text
includes the verse “Eto bylo, kogda ulybalsia,” which was first included
in the poem when it was first written down in 1962 (see Lidiia Chu-

kovskaya’s memoirs).
Nevertheless, these leaves contain an early copy of Akhmatova’s poem, likely produced sometime between
December 1962 and the mid-1960s. The text also evinces a number of small differences vis-à-vis the canonic 1963 text, as well as later revised editions. Notably, the first part features the dedication to “my husband
and friend” (“Posviashchaetsia muzhu i drugu”), which is missing in all other editions of the poem. Furthermore, the last line of the fifth stanza features more daring phrasing than the canonical text, which appears to
be unknown: “И скорой гибелью грозит чекистская звезда” rather than “И скорой гибелью грозит
огромная звезда.”
Later samizdat versions were usually based on the 1963 edition and featured few to no variant passages.
They were often bound and contained other texts; this loose-leaf version would have been easier to pass on
at a time when both the copying and the possession of the work entailed serious legal risks. An important
document of the early reception of “Requiem” in the Soviet Union. (50364)

[Spanish Civil War – Solidarity Stamps]
17. A collection of approximately 600 viñetas or
“solidarity stamps” produced during the Spanish Civil
war. Two albums containing over six hundred solidarity
stamps, ranging in size from 2.5 × 2 to 5 × 5 cm. Album one:
cloth covered boards, measures 26 × 24.5 cm, with 66 partially numbered leaves containing ca. 480 stamps in tippedin annotated glassine envelopes. Album two: quarter-cloth
over string-bound marbled boards 21.5 × 17 cm. with 10
leaves loosely inserted and additional loose inserts with altogether ca. 120 stamps. Most stamps uncancelled and in
mint condition, with some complete sets (block sheets).
$7,500
A collection of approximately 600 viñetas or “solidarity stamps” in
two albums, issued by various political parties and social organizations during the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939). The viñetas in this
collection were gathered by a collector and present the full political
spectrum of the war, from Anarchist, Communist and pro-Soviet to
the Monarchist (Carlist) and Fascist (Falangist) forces. The larger
album is organized geographically by region and provides a political
geography of the war from Alcazar, an early victory of Nationalists in
1936, and Alicante, which housed the Communist Republican recruitment center of Milicias Populares, to Sevilla which was a Monarchist stronghold; Villacarlos, a seat of Comite Antifascista; and
the strongly Nationalist Zaragoza. The second album is dedicated
almost entirely to the Republican viñetas for political organizations
such as the CNT (Anarcho-Syndicalist Labor Unions), AIT
(International Worker’s Association), UGT (General Union of Workers), FAI (Iberian Anarchist Federation), SRI (International Red
Aid), PSU (United Socialist Party), JSU (United Socialist Youth),
Comite Antifascista and the communist Milicias Populares (Fifth

Regiment). International aid to Republican forces is emphasized with the viñetas issued by the “Forum for
French Antifascists” containing images of the Republican leaders such as Indalecio Prieto, Juan Negrin, Manuel Azaña as well as by “Congreso Nacional de la Solidaridad” with images of international communist figures such as Elena Stasova. Soviet support is also evident from the “Pro-Komsomol,” “Federation Nacional
de Pioners,” and the Catalan viñetas “Tribute to the USSR”. Viñetas of the anti-Soviet, Trotskyite communists
POUM (Worker’s Party of Marxist Unification), made famous by the writings of George Orwell are also present
in this collection.
Solidarity stamps, also known as charity stamps, did not replace the official postage stamps but were used
alongside official postage to raise money for specific partisan causes. By some estimates, General Franco’s
forces issued more than 2.000 such stamps and the Republican side put nearly 12.500 into circulation. Historian Jack Child writes: “In the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), for example, both sides resorted to the use
of slogans and national icons on postage stamps to support their cause. In its appeal to supporters in the
United States the Republican side used a stamp linking the U.S. Statue of Liberty to the Republican cause by
surrounding the statue with flags of the United States and Republican Spain. The Nationalist side countered
with stamps featuring historical icons of Spain’s glorious past ranging from El Cid to King Ferdinand and
Queen Isabella” (See Miniature Messages: The Semiotics and Politics of Latin American Postage Stamps, p.
24). Similarly, in this collection both the Nationalist and Republican side use the mother and child imagery,
with the Republican side emphasizing destitution of the figures while the Nationalist side emphasized protective gestures. Some of the viñetas in this collection were based on poster designs such as “La Cruz Roja llama
al corazon del ueblo, !Ayudadla!” [The Red Cross Appeals to the People’s Heart, Help it!], with the original
poster design by the pro-Republican artist Henry Enrique Ballesteros (1907–1984). The collection also includes some complete sets, such as one Republican set dedicated to the destruction of Belchite by the Nationalist forces, a town whose ruins stand vacant to this day as a memorial to the destruction. One Nationalist
set contains the lyrics of Cara al Sol, the anthem of the fascist political party FE de las JONS (Spanish Phalanx
of the Councils of the National Syndicalist Offensive). The quality of the designs but also of the printing process, given the background of the war, is often quite impressive. Altogether, the collection presents an unusually large and rich case study in the Republican and Nationalist visual strategies. (50956)

[Spanish Civil War]
18. El Alcázar. Primeros números editados durante el Asedio. No. 1
(26 July 1936) through 63 (27 September 1936) (all published). A complete run in 63 issues of the rare and short-lived Spanish Civil War bulletin, printed during the Siege of Alcázar and distributed by the Museo
Romero Ortiz, most issues from 1 to 4 pp., reporting on the news of the
war at the Alcázar and throughout Spain, including radio dispatches, with
a note addressed to journalists at the end with counts of things such as
the number of bombs, air attacks, pieces of artillery, deaths, and other
statistics. Not illustrated. Paper brittle and toned in places, some issues
with substantial creasing along center of page from being folded, some
issues with tears along old crease lines, a handful of early issues professionally repaired. Small folio. Leather with gilt-stamped title to front cover, original issues bound in, some wear and abrasions along extremities
and spine. Toledo, 1936. $12,500
The siege of the Alcázar was an important Nationalist victory in Toledo in
the opening stages of the Spanish Civil War. The Alcázar of Toledo was
held by a variety of military forces in favor of the Nationalist uprising. Mili-

tias of the Popular Front began their siege on July 21, 1936, five days before the first issue of El Alcázar was printed. The siege ended on September
27 with the arrival of the Army of Africa under General Franco.
The final issue bears a note which reads, "La proximidad de nuestros hermanos y órdenes de la Superioridada, hacen que éste sea el último número
que de este periodiquito se publica. No lleva información de ninguna clase más que el grito de triunfo que superne el Viva España!"
This is followed by a memo from El Coronel Comandante Militar Moscardo,
addressed to the people of Toledo. "Nuestras fuerzas las tenéis immediatas; es cuestión de minutos el que nos adueñemos de la población; habéis
contemplado la derrota infringida a las mejores fuerzas al servicio de la anti
-España. Quiero y deseo que todo termine con fraternidad patriótica, de
vosotros depende si os constituís en custodios de las familias y de la
población; si por el contrario, el crimen en las personas o cosas fuese el
término de vuestra actuación, llegaríamos a ser inexorables en nuestra justicia. Refelxionar sobre esto, convenciendo y obligando a los que os aconsejen mal y contar con la buena disposición de esta trope, que al unirse a vosotros, no quieren sino PAZ, TRABAJO, JUSTICIA y UNA ESPAÑA
completamente española."
Scarce; as of April 2021, we only find one holding of this journal in the US. (51289)

[Ship-Board Printed WWII Bulletin]
19. The Lejeune News. At Sea. Vol. I, No. 1 (24 April 1945) through
Vol. I, No. 8 (1 May 1945) plus Souvenir Edition (undated) (all published). A complete run in 9 issues, each issue approximately 4 pp., of
a scarce newsletter printed on board the USS Lejeune as it transported
a group of soldiers back to the United States, the issues containing
such varied sections as war news, other world news, humor, events on
board the ship, poetry, and baseball scores. Illustrated throughout
with caricatures and cartoons from two soldier artists who are credited
in the final issue, including known Canadian artist Robert S. Hyndman.
Tall narrow 4to. Original stapled self-wrpps., some toning, edgewear,
some small tears, and chipping to issues. USS Lejeune, Atlantic Ocean,
1945. $4,500
The USS Lejeune was a German cargo liner convered to a US Navy
troop transport ship during WWII. From June 1944 through the end of
the war, the ship made ten round-trip transatlantic crossings, and nine
more were made in the months immediately following the war.
In the final issue of this newsletter, the "Souvenir Edition", printed for
the soldiers to take off of the ship with them, a note from Lt. Col. Earl
W. Shaw, Army Transportation Officer, reads, "We of the Army staff
hope that you have enjoyed your trip across. Good food, a clean ship, and nice weather should prepare you

for the glorious sensation of being home again. To the Army officer in
charge of troops, Maj. Miller, his staff, and all officers and enlisted
men who have faithfully performed their duties on th is trip, we thank
you for your fine work. We are most pleased with the excellent work
done by our neighbors, the R.C.A.F. and the R.A.F. Your neatness,
care of equipment, and fine cooperation has been a great satisfaction...It has been an honor to serve the officers and men who have
given such fine service in World War II."
This rare newsletter documents how, even though soldiers were returning home, the war was very much still going on, with such headlines as "Four Berlin Districts Fall to Red Army", "Yanks Drive Back
Japs on Okinawa", "5th Captures La Spezia", "Two Soviet Armies Encircle Berlin", "American Losses Reach 928,685", "Allies Threatening Milan, Venice", "Flash! Mussolini Slain",
"Reichstag Building Seized in Berlin - Fall of Nazi Capitol Appears Imminent", and "U.S. 7th Troops Capture
Dachau Death Camp".
The newsletter also includes some scattered caricature illustrations and, based on the masthead included in
the souvenir issue and the signatures within some of the illustrations themselves, we can attribute at least a
handful of them to Sgt. Robert Luchay, possibly of the Marine Corps, and Lt. Robert S. Hyndman of the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
No information was found on Luchay, but Hyndman went on to have a 70-year career as a distinguished portrait and landscape artist in Ottawa. He had already attended art school prior to enlisting, and during the war
served simultaneously as an Official Canadian War artist as well as a pilot of Spitfires on bombing runs over
the English Channel as part of RCAF 411 Squadron, 126 Wing. He created 68 paintings during his appointment, including most of Canada's senior military commanders and fighter aces. After the war, Hyndman began a successful career painting portraits and murals. His works are included in the collections of the Canadian War Museum, the Britannia Yacht Club, the Royal Military College of Canada, and the Beaverbrook War Art
Collection. He also taught at the Banff School of Fine Arts, Elmwood School in Ottawa, and the Ottawa School
of Art.
A fascinating relic, with entertaining illustrations from an important Canadian artist. Rare; as of February
2021, we could not locate any listings of this title on WorldCat. (51171)

[Cold-War Anti-Soviet Activism in Germany]
20. Group of publications published by or related to the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists (NTS), a
counter-revolutionary anti-communist resistance organization active in exile. Mostly West Berlin and
Frankfurt am Main, ca. 1936–1960. Please inquire for a complete list of contents with detailed descriptions.
$3,500
A collection of internal and propagandistic publications issued by a “revolutionary anti-communist” group of
Russian émigrés called the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists (NTS). Founded in exile in Serbia in the
1930s, the Solidarist movement stood for a combination of anti-Stalinism, democratic socialism, and Russian
nationalism, and saw itself as neither left- nor right-wing (though some scholars have accused the NTS of
Fascist leanings). With the goal of defeating Communism in Russia, during WWII the NTS also controversially
sought collaboration with Nazi Germany. The organizational headquarters of NTS relocated from Belgrade to

Berlin in 1941. After the war, NTS was headquartered in Munich,and
later in Frankfurt, where some of the works in this collection were published and where it ran the Posev publishing house. The NTS was also
behind some of the more daring Cold War efforts to distribute propaganda material in the Soviet Union, such as using hot air balloons launched
in Berlin. During the Cold War, the CIA funded many of its publishing
and political projects, including production of Russian language anticommunist propaganda for distribution in the Soviet Union and among
the Russian-speaking military personnel stationed in East Germany, as
well as the work of a publishing house “Posev” (The Sowing) and the
radio station "Radio Free Russia". The organization also actively prepared agents for entering the Soviet Union to distribute anti-Soviet
propaganda and to form “cells” of descent within the USSR. The Munich
Institute for the Study of USSR and another institute in Bad Homburg
educated members of the NTS and identified potential agents, with
training materials from these institutions included in this collection.
Most of the agents were apprehended and executed shortly after entering the Soviet space, leading to widespread suspicion that NTS was infiltrated by the Soviet intelligence services. Given their shadowy methods and the fact that the NTS and its members were the subject of numerous
attacks and assassination attempts by Soviet agents, they were increasingly viewed with suspicion and hostility by their local communities. Many of the organization’s top members immigrated to the US in the 1950s.
This collection helps trace the history of NTS from the 1930s to the 1960s. The pre-war and WWII-era NTS
periodicals, such as Koster, provided anti-communist political education for émigré youth, based on Christian
and nationalist ideals. The publications of the immediate post-war period published in DP (displaced persons) camps, outlined the program of NTS for “second wave” émigrés, aiming to recruit new members from
among the former Soviet citizens who found themselves outside of the Soviet territory. The bulk of the collection dates back to the Cold War when the organization served as a battleground between the Soviet intelligence and the CIA. This includes historical and ideological lectures, training materials on topography for NTS
agents crossing into Soviet territory, a sealed pack of NTS pamphlets for air drops into Soviet territory as well
as a camouflage edition of an NTS text posing as Alexander Dumas’ “Count de Montecristo” similarly intended for clandestine distribution. (51231)
[A Russian Family’s Fate During WWII]
21. A collection of 172 items in Russian, German, and English, with personal letters, identification documents, postcards, photographs and
ephemera tracing the movements of one Russian family in Nazi occupied
Eastern Europe during WWII, and later in Germany in the immediate
post-war period. The archive comprises a total of 172 items, including 18
typed letters, 23 handwritten letters, 30 military postcards and/or luggage
tags, 20 postcards, 35 photographs (and one negative), 28 pieces of assorted ephemera, and 17 other assorted ephemera including dental xrays, identification photos/cards, receipts, etc. Overall very good. $2,000
Much the correspondence belongs to Maria Dawydowska, and Anna
Dawydowska. Likely a family of White émigrés, the family seems to have
lived in Warsaw prior to the war. In the course of the war, the two women worked for the controversial Firma “Erbauer”, a Russian-staffed and op-

erated construction and engineering company, which worked
for Germany and was subsequently accused of collaboration
with the SS, with some of the letters sent on the company letterhead. The company also had ties with the NTS (National
Alliance of Russian Solidarists), an anti-Communist organization of Russian White émigrés. The letters between family
members communicate their movements from one POW camp
to another “they are moving us along with the Cossacks”, the
losses of war “it seems nothing is left of Warsaw, I am lucky to
have escaped alive” and constant hopes for reunion.
The earliest letters were sent in 1940 from a POW camp for
officers, Oflag 4C (Colditz Castle, Saxony) by one Sergius
Jantschuk to the Dawydowska family in German-occupied
Warsaw. His letters from 1941 are from Stalag 3 A (Brandenburg, near Berlin). With the progression of the
war, the family also received letters from Katharina Medswerzka, from a forced labor camp at Brunner Strasse 340 in Vienna, and later from a private address in Baden Baden where Medswerzka may have been employed in 1945. Some of the letters are sent to Bruckendorf at Bruck an der Leitha (in 1944/1945) where
forced laborers seem to have worked on fortifications to protect Vienna against the advancing Soviet troops.
Because Soviet POWs were not allowed to send or receive letters or packages during the war (only Western
soldiers and "guest workers" had these privileges) this collection is a somewhat unusual example of wartime
letters in Russian.
The collection also includes identification documents
issued by German occupying forces during the war in
Warsaw and Brest-Litovsk (modern-day Belarus). Later
documents were issued by the I.R.O. (International
Refugee Organization) in the DP (Displaced Persons)
camps Schleissheim, Moenchehof and Niedersachswerfen. Possibly an extended family, the identification documents in the collection belong to Maria Dawydowska
(b. 1878), Liudmila Akimoff (b.1909), Michail Ryl (b.
1930), Liudmila Nagibin(a), Anna Winogradowa
(b.1912). Post-war documents issued by the Miltary
Government of Germany certify the registration of Anna
Winogradowa at the D.P. Camp Niedersachswerfen on
May, 11, 1945, clarifying that the holder of the document is not permitted to leave the grounds of the camp under threat of arrest and imprisonment. The likely
owner of the archive, Maria Dawydowska seems to have immigrated to the US, with some of the later letters
addressed to her in Washington DC, dated 1952. (50832)

[Russian Displaced Persons in Post-War Germany]
22. Kipling, Rudyard. Maugli [Mowgli, e.g. selections from The Jungle Book]. [Frankfurt a. M.]: Posev,
1946. Octavo (22 × 16 cm). Original pictorial wrappers on light blue stock; 176 pp. Cover, one full-page and
forty-two smaller illustrations by N. Niko. Small handwritten annotation to spine; else very good. $950
Russian translation of selections from Kipling’s famous children’s book, published for children in the Russian
Displaced Person (DP) community in post-war Germany. From the series Biblioteka iunogo chitatelia (The

young reader's library). Translated by N. N. (S. G. Zaimovskii?) and illustrated
with drawings by N. Niko, the most prolific Russian DP artist, whose life and
work remain almost completely undocumented. Early publication by the Posev
publishing house, which began its operation in 1945 at the DP camp of Mönchehof, Germany. Posev was an anti-communist publishing house run by the
National Alliance of Russian Solidarists (NTS). It published a variety of materials, much of it political and anti-Soviet, but also works of high literature and tamizdat smuggled out of the USSR.
Rare; as of April 2021, KVK and OCLC only show two copies in North America.
(51280)

[Mimeographed Bulletin By Czech Anti-Nazi Fighters Stationed in England]
23. Boček, Bohumil, editor, publisher, and illustrator. 1 prapor: informace - tisk osvětová a duch. služba. Denní časopis 1. pěšího
praporu v Anglii v tábǒre Moreton Paddox [1st battalion: an informational organ. A daily journal of the first infantry battalion in
England, at the Moreton Paddox camp]. Vol. I, nos. 1-78 (complete
first year). Moreton Paddox, England, 1940. Octavos (19.6 × 16.2
cm). Contemporary (publisher's?) cloth with drawn illustration to front
board and special title leaf; 311, [1] pp. of mimeographed typescript
and drawings to rectos and versos (continous pagination). Printed on
variously colored stock. Each issue with numerous satirical drawings
and cartoons. About very good. $1,250
Complete first year of this rare news bulletin with anti-Nazi and other
political caricatures, published by Czech soldiers in exile at the Moreton Paddox camp, near Birmingham. Among the approximately 4,000
Czech soldiers in the camp were two fighters who were later selected
for the attack on German Deputy Reichsprotektor in Prague, Reinhard
Heydrich: the "Moravian Jan Kubiš and the Slovak Josef Gabčik. Heydrich died of his injuries from the detonation on June 4. A campaign to find the assassins quickly unfolded and they were eventually discovered and
killed at the Ss. Cyrill and Method Cathedral in Prague. The attackers had been trained near Moreton Paddox
with the help of the British Special Operations Executive and their mission was approved by the Czech government in exile.
The journal contains information on the daily life of the Czech forces, the situation in England and the rest of
Europe, updates on the war effort and the anti-Nazi resistance. Each issue with numerous cartoons, typically
aimed at the Nazis and their allies, many of them full-page. The publisher and illustrator was Bohumil Boček
(1904–1969), a Czech teacher and Jesuit, who was active in anti-German resistance and published anti-Nazi
caricatures, before fleeing Protectorate Czechoslovakia in 1940. He was first active in France, and later
served in the educational and spiritual service attached to Battalion 1. In total, 276 issues were published in
1940–1941.
As of April 2021, KVK and OCLC only show one incomplete run in North America. (51286)

[Free Europe Press Propaganda Distributed by Air Balloon]
24. [Free Europe Press]. Svobodná Evropa [Free Europe]. Group
of twenty-one issues: nos. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28,
30, 34, 36, 40, 41, 47, 48, 51, 53, 54, 55. With twelve related
propaganda flybills and publications. [Munich?: Free Europe
Press, 1954–1956]. Single leaves, measuring ca. 14.5 × 57 cm,
folded several times along the horizontal axis to create a pamphlet;
later issues regular pamphlets with 8 pp. of text and images. A few
issues and flybills with wear or tears, but overall about very good.
$2,500
Significant run of this scarce series of anti-communist flyers in
Czech, printed in Germany by Free Europe Press and distributed
over Czechoslovakia via balloon from 1954 to 1956. With short
articles in Czech and Slovak, the publication informed Czechoslovak readers about political news unavailable to them. It also explained the "Ten Demands" program compiled by Radio Free Europe workers based on interviews with Czechoslovak refugees. Approximately 56 numbered issues were printed, many of them, such
as the present ones, illustrated with drawings and small photographs. Also included here is one additional
Polish-language item, no. 1 of "Wolna Europe: biuletyn informacyjny" (1955). The various flybills address
Czech workers and peasants as members of a "people's opposition" and urge them to raise awareness about
possible forms of resistance in factories and farms and the growth of the opposition movement. Of particular
interest is an illustrated calendar for he year 1955, with numerous anti-communist caricatures, ditties, and
information.
"In the 1950s, at the height of the Cold War, numerous psychological warfare leaflets were prepared by the Free Europe Press
(FEP) of the Free Europe Committee. The group worked in cooperation with Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, with the U.S.
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) funding much of the operations. FEP leaflets were a major part of the post-World War II
psychological warfare battle between East and West. The operation sent 590,415 balloons that carried 301,636,883 leaflets,
posters, books, and other printed matter from West Germany
over the Iron Curtain to Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland
from August 1951 to November 1956" (Source: Free Europe
Press Cold War Leaflets, Accessed 2019 http://www.psywarrior.com/RadioFreeEurope.html).
As of April 2021, KVK and OCLC only show one incomplete holding in North America. (51298)

[Military Journal for French Repatriatees]
25. Retour: périodique des prisonniers et déportés français en Allemagne [a periodical for French prisoners and deportees in Germany], nos. 1–7 (all published?). [South Germany], 1945. Broadsheet newsprint; first and last issues each 2 pp. (single folded sheet), the others 4 pp. Old creases; one issue with small
tear; else very good copies. $2,950

Apparently complete run of this photo-illustrated informational newspaper published from May to July 1945 and
aimed at French citizens in Germany. It was issued by the
French Ministry of Prisoners and Deportees with assistance
by the US forces in Germany. The paper's goal was to give
precise information on the organization of homebound transports, the military and political situation in the world, and the
realities of French post-war public life. The first issue exhorts
future repatriatees to preserve at least one copy for every
group, to serve as a practical guide to their rights and obligations in the turbulent post-war period. It also acknowledges
the difficulties of producing a newspaper so shortly after the
war, as well as the generous support of the US forces. Of particular interest are dispatches from the camps, updates
about the repatriation process, news on the UN Charter, photographs of allied soldiers as well as French citizens arriving
back at home, and also occasional poetry, such as a translation of a text by Walt Whitman and a poem by Paul Éluard. A
striking memento of the momentous challenges posed by
WWII's many displaced people.
As of May 2021, KVK and OCLC only show one incomplete
holding worldwide. (51304)
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